Note: Be certain to check the dimension over the top of the woodruff keys after installation in the crankshaft to see that there is no interference with the gear.

Cam Gear Vernier Chart

**Camshaft Gear - 11 Hole Vernier Gear**

Tooth to Mount Holes Relationship

Hole #1 inline with tooth on crankshaft

- 1.700 Max Over Double Keys
- 0.1875 Max 2 places

**Camshaft Gear - 7 Hole Vernier Gear**

Tooth to Mount Holes Relationship

Hole #1 inline with tooth on crankshaft

- 1.630 Max Over Single Key
- 0.750 Max 2 places

**Camshaft Gear - 9 Hole Vernier Gear**

Tooth to Mount Holes Relationship

Hole #1 inline with tooth on crankshaft

- 1.070 Max Over

See that there is no interference with the gear.